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Flame and Spray Dynamics
During the Light-Round Process
in an Annular System Equipped
With Multiple Swirl Spray
Injectors
A successful ignition in an annular multi-injector combustor follows a sequence of steps.
The first injector is ignited; two arch-shaped flame branches nearly perpendicular to the
combustor backplane form; they propagate, igniting each injection unit; they merge. In
this paper, characterization of the propagation phase is performed in an annular combus-
tor with spray flames fed with liquid n-hepane. The velocity and the direction of the arch-
like flame branch are investigated. Near the backplane, the flame is moving in a purely azi-
muthal direction. Higher up in the chamber, it is also moving in the axial direction due to
the volumetric expansion of the burnt gases. Time-resolved particle image velocimetry
(PIV) measurements are used to investigate the evaporating fuel droplets dynamics. A new
result is that, during the light-round, the incoming flame front pushes the fuel droplets in
the azimuthal direction well before its leading point. This leads to a decrease in the local
droplet concentration and local mixture composition over not yet lit injectors. For the first
time, the behavior of an individual injector ignited by the passing flame front is examined.
The swirling flame structure formed by each injection unit evolves in time. From the igni-
tion of an individual injector to the stabilization of its flame in its final shape, approxi-
mately 50 ms elapse. After the passage of the traveling flame, the newly ignited flame
flashbacks into the injector during a few milliseconds, for example, 5 ms for the conditions
that are tested. This could be detrimental to the service life of the unit. Then, the flame exits
from the injection unit, and its external branch detaches under the action of cooled burnt
gases in the outer recirculation zone (ORZ). [DOI: 10.1115/1.4042024]

1 Introduction

Ignition of gas turbines and aeronautical engines is a major
engineering issue. To tackle the high ignition reliability require-
ments, their combustors, most often annular in shape, are
equipped with two or more spark plugs that are placed near the
backplane. The first step of the ignition process is the initiation of
a hot gas core by the spark plugs. Second, the kernel volume
increases in size and is convected to an injector unit igniting a first
flame. As this flame is established, two traveling flames are initi-
ated in the clockwise and counter-clockwise directions. These two
flame branches propagate in the annular chamber, successively
igniting different injectors. At a later stage, the two traveling
flames merge. This entire process is called the light-round.

A detailed review of the literature is not the point of this paper
as it is already available in Ref. [1]. However, it is worth noting
that experiments in multi-injector systems have been carried out
more recently with linear arrangements [2,3] or annular configura-
tions that come closer to the industrial geometries [4–6]. Impor-
tant progress has been made in the past years with a pioneering
demonstration of the Large Eddy Simulation of a helicopter com-
bustor [7] and some recent calculations of full annular geometries
pursue this effort [8–12]. Experimental results have been well
retrieved in some of these calculations [8–10] in the premixed
gaseous fuel case. Experiments with liquid fuel injection in annu-
lar systems are less well documented with the exception of
Ref. [1] where n-heptane is injected in the airflow. These experi-
ments were performed in a laboratory scale apparatus called
multiple injector combustor for combustion dynamics and
acoustic analysis (MICCA)-spray with sixteen swirl spray injec-
tors and an annular geometry in a configuration close to the situa-
tion prevailing in real systems. The ignition process has been
studied under premixed gaseous propane air conditions and with
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liquid n-heptane and n-dodecane injections. Light-round time
delays have been extensively characterized for these configura-
tions. It has been shown that the propagation speed of the flame in
the annulus mainly depends on three factors: the thermal expan-
sion, the turbulent flame wrinkling, and the laminar burning veloc-
ity in the spray reactive mixture.

This paper pursues the analysis of the light-round process and
deals with the circular propagation of the flame in the annular
space defined by the chamber sidewalls. Most of the studies
reviewed previously have mainly concerned the time delay
between the initiation of the flame kernel close to the spark plug
and the merging of the two flame branches that travel in the
annulus. However, one important issue is to see how each flame is
initiated at one of the injector units. This takes place when one of
the traveling flames sweeps one of these units. The dynamical pro-
cess that produces the flame and leads to its final anchoring is of
considerable importance but does not seem to be well documented
in the previous literature. The objective of this paper is twofold.
Flame arch propagation and liquid fuel droplet velocities in front
of the traveling flame are first examined during the light-round
process. Data are then reported from experiments on a process
where one injector is ignited by the traveling flame front.

The paper is organized as follows. After a brief description of
the experimental setup in Sec. 2, data gathered in light-round
experiments are discussed in Sec. 3. This section focuses on the
velocity fields in the vicinity of the flame as it moves around
the circumference. Section 4 is concerned with observations of the
flame structure as it evolves after the flame has swept an injector.
It is shown that the flame initially penetrates in the injector body
and is later expelled from this position to find its final configura-
tion after a relatively long period of time. A mechanism of this
type is also observed in the case of ignition of a single swirling
injector of the same type as those used in the MICCA-spray
experiment. The results on this single injector are analyzed in
Sec. 5. Several mechanisms that may be involved in this transient
flame behavior are presented in Sec. 6. An attempt is finally made
to model the injector dynamical response when it is swept by the
flame and describe the resulting consequences in terms of mass
flowrate and subsequent flame motion.

2 Experimental Configuration

The experimental setup shown in Fig. 1 comprises an annular
plenum and an annular combustion chamber. The plenum and the
chamber are linked by an annular plate equipped with sixteen
injectors. Eight channels feed the plenum with pure air injected at
ambient temperature. The flow is set in a rotating motion in each

injector by a tangential swirler comprising six 3 mm diameter
holes resulting in a swirl number S� 0.65. More details are given
in Ref. [1].

Liquid n-heptane is injected in the chamber by a simplex atom-
izer with an orifice placed on the downstream side of the swirler,
6 mm in recess with respect to the injector outlet. This atomizer
establishes a hollow cone spray in the chamber. Ignition is initi-
ated by a spark plug positioned approximately at 10 mm from the
center of one injector as depicted in Fig. 1. The lateral chamber
walls are formed by two cylindrical quartz tubes of 200 mm
length. The inner and outer walls have, respectively, a diameter of
300 mm and 400 mm.

The system is equipped with twelve 1/4 in. Br€uel and Kj€aer
microphones to measure the acoustic pressure in the plenum and
in the chamber at a sampling rate fs¼ 32,768 Hz. This value is
much larger than the maximum frequency of these signals and no
filtering is applied to the data except when this is mentioned.
Eight of the microphones designated as “MC” (chamber
microphone) are used to measure the pressure at the chamber
backplane. The pressure taps drilled in the annular chamber base
(Fig. 1, middle) are located at equal distance from two injectors
and connected to straight metallic waveguides crossing the ple-
num and terminated by a 25 m long flexible tube closed at its
extremity. Each MC microphone is flush mounted on a waveguide
at 170 mm from the chamber backplane. This distance defines a
time lag sm�b ¼ 0:46 ms when the combustion chamber has been
running for 15 min, and the temperature in the plenum reaches
55 �C. This delay between the chamber and the microphone is
taken into account to synchronize the acoustic pressure measure-
ments. Four additional microphones designated as “MP” (plenum
microphone) are plugged on the plenum, flush to its wall.

Images of the combustion region are recorded by a high-speed
camera Phantom V2512 providing 16-bit images covering
1280� 800 pixels at a sampling rate of 6000 frames per second,
with a shutter duration of 166 ls. Images are filtered to subtract
the large infra-red and red components of the emission of the
quartz tubes heated up at 900 K. Depending on the experiment,
the camera is equipped with an optical filter, either a broadband
filter centered on CH* emission (400–470 nm) with a high trans-
mission factor (0.8) to capture the flame luminosity in this band,
or, when a laser is used, a broader filter (300–680 nm). For some
experiments, a thin metallic plate is placed in the center of the
annular chamber perpendicular to the camera to block the lumi-
nosity from one of the flame arches when looking at the other (see
Fig. 1, middle). The pressure signals and flame images can be
synchronized by making use of the external triggering signal of
the camera.

Fig. 1 Left: photograph of the MICCA-spray annular combustor with sixteen liquid spray injectors. A detailed schematics of
the injector is available on the bottom left of the image. Middle: schematic view of the chamber backplane showing the loca-
tions of the camera and of different microphones MCx (chamber microphone n�x) in the chamber and MPx (plenum micro-
phone n�x) in the air plenum. The spark plug location is indicated and defines flame 1. A steel plate is added in the center to
block the luminosity of the opposite flame branch. The aim of the camera is either one injector or between two injectors,
depending on the experiment. Right: view of the position of the camera in black with a cut of two sectors of the annular com-
bustor. The gray-dashed lines symbolize the field of view of the camera.



region I, the velocity of the flame front is purely azimuthal with
essentially no axial component. There, the traveling flame is stuck
to the chamber backplane and moves forward in the azimuthal
direction from one injector to the next. This indicates that zone I
is the part of the flame front responsible for the ignition of the
eight injectors on its path covering half of the annular chamber.
Velocities in this region can be estimated from different instanta-
neous images. One obtains a mean velocity vh comprised between
15 and 20 m s–1 for zone I.

Zone II corresponds to the region where the flame is propagat-
ing azimuthally and axially due to the burnt gases expanding and
pushing the reactive front toward the exit of the combustion
chamber. In this region, the velocity magnitude is estimated to be
in the range 10–15 m s–1, confirming the trend that the leading
point of the flame propagation is close to the chamber backplane.
This type of propagation consists in a burner-to-burner propaga-
tion and has already been discussed in some previous articles
[4,5]. This feature is also observed numerically in full annular
light-round large eddy simulations [11].

3.2 Behavior of the Droplet Cloud During the Light-
Round Process. In a follow-up experiment, a 1.5 W continuous
532 nm laser is used to generate a vertical slice approximately
2 mm wide. The laser light beam crosses the outer quartz tube and

Fig. 2 Passage of the traveling flame at four different instants
during the light-round. The camera is placed on the side of the
combustor and its optical axis is at the level of the chamber
backplane. The luminosity of the other flame branch propagat-
ing in the other half of the annular combustor is blocked by a
steel plate placed in the central plane of the system. The origin
of time t 5 0 ms corresponds to the ignition of a hot kernel by
the spark plug. In the bottom image, one can see three different
ignited injectors, while one other injector is being swept by the
traveling flame front.

The MICCA-spray chamber features 16 stable flames for n-
heptane fuel injection over a wide range of operating conditions. 
The sixteen turbulent flames have a typical “M” shape without 
any visible mutual interaction once established. The system can 
be operated over a wide range of operating conditions with differ-
ent fuel types. Experiments reported in this paper are carried out 
for one specific nominal condition where the global equivalence 
ratio is / ¼ 0.89, the total power is P ¼ 80 kW, and the bulk 
velocity at the exit of the injector is Ub ¼ 31 m s–1. The Reynolds 
number based on the injector exit diameter is in this case 15,900 
underlying the high turbulence levels obtained. For most of the 
data presented in this paper, the chamber is preheated for 10 min 
before initiating the light-round. The chamber external wall 
reaches 870 K where the temperature is measured, i.e., between 
two flames, on the outer part of the quartz cylinder, 100 mm from 
the chamber backplane. As reported in Ref. [1], the thermal condi-
tions have a notable influence on the light-round process.

As suggested by a reviewer, the flow and light-round patterns in 
the real engine case with a turbine at the end of the combustor may 
differ from the ones observed in this paper where the combustor 
has an open-end. In particular, the burner dynamics during light-
round could be different if an exit blockage is present as the sudden 
volume expansion would then lead to a reverse flow inside the 
burner. But, we can point out that, during the ignition sequence, the 
flow is not established in the combustor. As a consequence, the out-
let is probably closer to an open end than to a choked nozzle. These 
observations justify the choice made in the present experiment.

3 Light-Round Experimental Data and Interpretation

An analysis of the images of the traveling flame branch (TFB) 
viewed from the side of the MICCA-spray system is first carried 
out. The evolution in flame structure and shape of individual flames 
formed after the passage of the TFB is then discussed in Sec. 4.

3.1 Flame Front Passage Ninety Degrees From the Igni-
tion Point During the Light-Round. The high-speed camera is 
placed on the side of the annular combustor facing the region 
between two injectors (see Fig. 1). The optical axis is at the level 
of the backplane of the chamber. This is used to observe one 
branch of the flame during the light-round as shown in Fig. 2. The 
time instants are counted with respect to an initial time t ¼ 0 ms  
when the spark plug initiates a flame kernel at the first injector. 
The flame then propagates from right to left in the sequences of 
images displayed in this figure. These images provide information 
on the flame propagation during the process as it will be investi-
gated in the next paragraphs. The structures that are observed in 
Fig. 2 can be used to estimate the propagation speed of the flame 
front using particle image velocimetry (PIV) algorithms. The 
camera runs at 6000 Hz which is, of course, not enough to sample 
the displacement of PIV particles, but the motion of the large 
structures characterizing the flame is well captured at this frame 
rate. Open source PIV software such as PIVlab [13], interfaced 
with MATLAB, can then be used to determine the velocity of these 
structures. Images are first post-processed using adaptive histo-
gram equalization (20 pixels) and high-pass filtering (15 pixels) to 
enhance the flame structures. FFT window deformation algo-
rithms are then applied with two passes with a final interrogation 
window of 32 � 32 pixels interpolated with spline functions. A 
2 � 3-point Gaussian shape fitting is then used for the sub-pixel 
estimation. The velocity field ðuh; uzÞ is superimposed to the flame 
front propagation in Fig. 3 with uz being the axial velocity and uh 
the azimuthal component. This last component is in fact an esti-
mation of the azimuthal velocity as the flame propagation is 
curved due to the annular shape of the chamber. This deviation is 
small as the radius of curvature is large. Velocity vectors are spa-
tially filtered in order to be calculated where well-defined flame 
structures are found.

One observes, in Fig. 3, that the velocity fields may be divided 
into regions I and II where the velocity orientations are distinct. In



forms a vertical sheet that is perpendicular to the line of sight of
the camera. The slice contains the axis of one injector. Figure 4
shows two nonconsecutive images recorded at 6000 Hz. One can
see that the laser slice features striations due to the crossing of the
6 mm-thick quartz tube. This cannot be easily corrected since the

tube thickness is necessary to sustain the high-temperature com-
bustion conditions. In this experiment, the chamber walls had to
be maintained cold in order to obtain a sufficient number of drop-
lets to be visualized. If the walls were preheated as in all other
experiments, the evaporation of the liquid n-heptane would have
been too fast and no droplet would have remained a few centi-
meters downstream the injector exit.

Top images in Fig. 4 show the behavior of the n-heptane drop-
lets when the flame is sufficiently far from the injector and when
it approaches this unit. At t¼ 5 ms, the droplets appear as brilliant
point sources, indicating that they are nearly still. At t¼ 11.7 ms,
the flame front approaches from the right side of the image. Note
that the flame front is not clearly identified due to the high
luminosity of the droplets. In contrast with the previous image,
droplets are globally displaced to the left, spray zones are densi-
fied whereas other zones feature a lower fuel load when the two
images are compared. PIV algorithms are again applied to the n-
heptane droplets to deduce the velocity field of the liquid fuel.

Images showing the corresponding velocity vector fields are at
the bottom of Fig. 4. In the left image, all the vectors have either a
global axial component or show droplets trapped in the recircula-
tion regions. This trend is then strongly perturbed when the flame
front arrives from the right. Two regions can be clearly identified.
Zone A is where the droplets are not affected by the incoming
flame front. Zone B is the region where the liquid fuel is influ-
enced by the incoming flame front. Part of the droplets is dis-
placed to the left with an estimated velocity of 5–10 m s–1. Note
that these values are lower than those found for the velocity of the
flame front in Fig. 3. This is so for two reasons. First, the droplets
have their own inertia and the flame front is advancing faster and
consuming the n-heptane droplets. Second, flame velocities are
lower because of the cold walls that increase the light-round time
delay. This droplet motion is the result of the piston effect induced
by the flame on the fresh gases flowing on its upstream side as
discussed in Ref. [5]. These measurements yield clues on the dis-
tance of influence of the traveling flame branch. Taking into
account all the available images, this distance is approximately
equal to the spacing between two injectors s¼ 68 mm. This value
of course depends on the configuration and ignition conditions.
Note that this phenomenon can have a strong impact on the igni-
tion sequence as it will change the concentration of liquid drop-
lets, thus modifying the local equivalence ratio. Rich regions may

Fig. 4 Top: Images of the flame propagation with a laser slice to visualize the motion of the
droplet spray. Camera position is given in Fig. 1. Bottom: Velocity fields calculated using PIV
on the n-heptane droplets. False vectors have been eliminated. The time origin t 5 0 ms corre-
sponds to the ignition of a hot kernel by the spark plug. Velocity vectors are colored by their
magnitude using the colormap inserted on the right of the images. See online figure for color.

Fig. 3 Result of a PIV processing of the flame passage at two
different instants during the light-round. Regions I and II corre-
spond to different flame propagation behaviors and are
explained in the text. The origin of time t 5 0 ms corresponds to
the ignition of a hot kernel by the spark plug. Velocity vectors
are colored by their magnitude using the colormap inserted
below the images. See online figure for color.



to high temperatures. Although this takes place over a period of
a few milliseconds, this thermal loading might degrade the injec-
tion components. It is worth noting that this process is repeatable
and not specific to the configuration described in this paper. The
Appendix reports the same phenomenon in a different configura-
tion of the MICCA chamber [5] corresponding to a premixed
propane and air injection system using a very different injector
geometry.

It has been seen in the previous paragraphs that it takes approxi-
mately sl¼ 25 ms to expel the flame from the injection unit and
that an additional delay sf¼ 50 ms is required for the flame to
reach its final shape after ignition. Figure 7 shows time-averaged
images of three different neighboring flames in the MICCA-spray
chamber during the light-round. The averaging method over 8 ms
is identical to the one used for images shown in Figs. 5 and 6.
Flames are designated by letters “a,” “b,” and “c,” from right to
left. The time-step between each mean image is approximately
17 ms. The initial instant t¼ 0 ms corresponds to the ignition of
flame c. Flame a is ignited first at t¼ –8 ms. In the first snapshot,
one can see that flames a and b are adopting an A shape as
described before. Flame c is not perfectly ignited yet. At
t¼ 17 ms, flame a switches to a B shape (see Fig. 6), while b and
c still feature an A shape. 17 ms later, flame b has switched to the
B shape, while flame c is in the process of lifting-off. At t¼ 51 ms,
all the flames are lifted and have adopted the B shape.

In conclusion, one can see that all the flames do not switch
simultaneously from A to B shapes. The time delay sp between
these changes is the delay for the flame front to travel from
one injector to the next. The distance between two injectors is
s¼ (1/16) pD¼ 68 mm with D being the mean diameter of the
chamber. If one considers that the flame front absolute velocity vf

is a constant with vf � 17 m s–1 (see Fig. 3), the time delay sp is

Fig. 6 Left: flame shape 5 ms after the flame front ignites this
injector (top, shape A) and Abel transform of the flame (bot-
tom, shape A). Right: flame shape 88 ms after the flame front
ignites this injector (top, shape B) and Abel transform of the
flame (bottom, shape B). Images are represented in false col-
ors and saturated to highlight their different structures. Yellow
and white correspond to high light intensities, while dark red
represents low light emission levels. The Abel transform gives
rise to errors in the near vicinity of the axis so that the values
in this region should not be considered. See online figure for
color.

Fig. 5 Four ignition sequences showing the evolution of the 
time-averaged flame shape after the passage of the flame front. 
The time origin t 5 0 ms corresponds to the instant when the 
injector is ignited by the incoming flame front.

appear inducing hot spots, while lean regions may form in other 
parts of the system eventually leading to a local reduction in com-
bustion intensity.

One may ask whether the results depend on the relative position 
of the observation point. It turns out that the same features are 
recorded at nearly all injector positions. The flow configuration is, 
however, different near the spark plug where the flame is not fully 
established and near the location where the two traveling flame 
branches merge. In the final step before the merging, the flow is 
similar to that formed by two colliding streams near the stagnation 
point.

These effects of the flame on the droplet distribution have to be 
taken into account in models of the light-round in combustors 
using liquid fuels.

4 Flame Structure Evolution During the Light-Round

The high definition of the recorded images gives access to 
details of the flame shape during the ignition process of the annu-
lar chamber.

In order to reduce the noise due to turbulence induced fluctua-
tions, 50 consecutive instantaneous images, corresponding to a 
short time period of 8.33 ms, are recorded and averaged to get 
moving-averaged filtered flame shapes. The filter size was cho-
sen because the flame shape barely changes during this time 
scale. Figure 5 presents the filtered flame shape evolution of one 
injector for four different successful ignitions of the annular 
combustor. The initial time t ¼ 0 ms corresponds to the ignition 
of this injector by the passing flame branch. One can see that the 
flame seems to be at first quite compact and close to the chamber 
backplane. The flame luminosity extends within the injection 
unit through the central recirculation zone. After 25 ms, it lifts 
off from the injector, expands in a clear M shape, and reaches its
final position after 50 ms. This defines two time delays: sl 
between the time of ignition and the first flame shape switch,
associated with the flame lift-off, and sf between the time of igni-
tion and the stabilization of the flame in its final shape. On aver-
age, sl ¼ 25 ms and sf ¼ 50 ms.

The top of Fig. 6 shows two images of the flame 5 ms and 
88 ms after the injector ignition. Luminosity levels are saturated 
in order to enhance the differences. One can see that the left 
flame is clearly attached to the lips of the injection unit and is 
even entering inside the injector, drawn in by the central recircu-
lation zone formed by the swirling flow. After several millisec-
onds, the inner flame stabilized in the recirculation zone 
vanishes and the flame lifts off its anchoring points. Filtered 
Abel transform images are in both cases proposed in the lower 
part of Fig. 6, featuring two flame shapes “A” and “B.” This phe-
nomenon of upstream propagation of the flame front in the injec-
tor can be detrimental to the life duration of this unit. As the 
flame travels in the injector, internal metallic parts are exposed



the MICCA-spray annular chamber. The surface of the quartz
tube forming the combustion chamber is calculated to be close to
the confinement of the flame in the annular device, and the same
injection system is used. The resulting flame is similar in shape to
that found in the annular chamber (not shown here). More details
on the characterization of the flame in SICCA-spray are given in
Ref. [1]. Air velocity measurements in the plenum are recorded
with a hot wire located 100 mm upstream from the injector
exhaust section. The plenum is carefully designed to generate a
flat velocity profile at the hot wire position. The average velocity
measured by the hot wire during steady operation at the nominal
point is u0¼ 2.06 m s–1. At this position, the section is round with
a diameter of 30 mm. A photomultiplier (PM) tube with an optical
filter centered on the wavelength of the emission of the OH* radi-
cal is used to estimate the unsteady heat release rate during igni-
tion. It is worth noting that, even under these nonpremixed
conditions, one may assume that the PM signal intensity provides
to some extent an indication on the combustion intensity, which is
linked to the flame luminosity. This was shown experimentally
using a quasi-steady approach by Mirat et al. [14] and successfully
applied in Ref. [15].

Fig. 8 Acoustic pressure recorded by four pressure sensors in
the plenum (first and third graphs) and by eight pressure sen-
sors in the chamber (second and fourth graphs) before and
after the light-round. Note that the third and fourth figures are
expanded views of the pressure tracks in the plenum and in the
chamber during ignition. In the bottom graph, the black lines
correspond to successive pressure peaks, each associated
with the ignition of an injector. For clarity, the signals are low-
passed filtered with a cutoff frequency of 500 Hz.

Fig. 7 Mean images of three consecutive flames of the annular 
combustor progressively switching from shape A to shape B. In 
the first image, the flame front propagates from right to left. The 
first flame to be ignited is flame a.

4 ms. In the annular combustor, the first flame ignited will lift-off 
and switch from A to B shape after s ¼ sl ¼ 25 ms, whereas the 
second one will change after s ¼ sl þ sp ¼ 29 ms. The n-th flame 
will then change after s ¼ sl þ ðn � 1Þsp.

Acoustic pressure signals during the light-round process are 
recorded using four microphones “MPx” in the plenum and eight 
microphones “MCx” on the combustor backplane (see Fig. 1). 
Typical pressure signals are presented in Fig. 8. For this specific 
experimental run, ignition occurred shortly at t ¼ 4038 ms. All 
plenum microphones show an initial rise in pressure to 130 Pa. 
This rise occurs over a duration of 40 ms, which corresponds to 
the light-round delay of the MICCA-spray combustor at this oper-
ating point. The key information to retrieve from Fig. 8 is that the 
pressure signals recorded by the chamber microphones MCx, each 
separated by 45 deg, appear to be in phase. One can see that the 
pressure wave arrives at nearly the same instant at every sensor 
positions in the bottom plot in Fig. 8 indicating that it propagates 
at the speed of sound c of the medium which is typically 720 m 
s–1 and which corresponds to a delay of 0.1 ms between two con-
secutive sensors. The pressure peaks in the bottom plot correspond 
to the ignition of the eight successive pairs of injectors in the 
annular combustor. This feature is underlined by different black 
vertical lines in the bottom figure. The peaks are all quasi-equally 
spaced in time and the delay is Dt ¼ 4 ms which corresponds to 
the time for the traveling flame branch to propagate from one 
injector to the next.

5 Dynamics of Ignition in a Single Injector System

In order to investigate this transient flame structure and com-
pare the behavior of one isolated injector and one flame in the 
annular MICCA-spray combustor during the ignition process, a 
single injector system, designated as single injector combustor for 
combustion dynamics and acoustic analysis (SICCA)-spray, is 
used. It is schematically shown in Fig. 9. It represents 1/16th of



on the sequence. These time delays are of the same order of mag-
nitude as sl the time delay required for flame lift-off in the
MICCA-spray setup.

6 Mechanisms for the Flame Structure Evolution

In this section, physical mechanisms are examined to explain
the flame shape evolution observed during the ignition in the
two experimental setups MICCA-spray and SICCA-spray. It is
first observed that just after ignition, the flame is initially
located inside the injection unit within the central recirculation
zone. At this time, a positive spike in the chamber pressure can
be observed (see Fig. 8), as well as a drop in air flowrate (see
Fig. 11). After a time delay sl¼ 25 ms, the flame lifts-off and
adopts the B shape described in Fig. 6. An additional time delay
is necessary for the flame to take its final steady-state shape.
This occurs with a delay sf¼ 50 ms after ignition in the studied
conditions.

Many phenomena can intervene to drive this process and con-
trol the transition in flame shape and location:

(1) The turbulent state of motion in the combustion zone, the
equivalence ratio, and in the case of spray injection, the
size of the fuel droplets.

(2) The aerodynamics of the injector flow.
(3) The thermal conditions in the flame region neighborhood.

The first two items control the flame penetration inside the
injector unit, while the third most probably determines the transi-
tion from this initial configuration to the final state where the
flame is stabilized at a distance from the injector exhaust. This is
examined in more detail in what follows.

6.1 Equivalence Ratio and Turbulence Effects. Concerning
the first set of factors, the fuel mass flowrate is most probably not
affected by the ignition as the pressure loss in the fuel line is
around 10 bar. However, it was shown in Sec. 3.2 that the travel-
ing flame branch, while sweeping a new injector, perturbs the
cloud of liquid fuel droplets, leading to an increase in the concen-
tration of droplets and a locally richer mixture. The decrease in air

Fig. 10 Top: True-color ignition sequences in SICCA-spray.
Bottom: Close-up images at t 5 5 and 21 ms. Extra white lumi-
nosity is due to the sparks used to ignite the system, which are
continuously operated at 100 Hz. See online figure for color.

Fig. 9 Schematic representation of the SICCA-spray burner 
with key dimensions

In Sec. 4, it was found that the flame switched from shape A to 
shape B during the ignition of the annular chamber MICCA-
spray. This feature was characterized by a lift-off time delay 
sl ¼ 25 ms. The stabilization of the flame in its final shape requires 
some more time, leading to an overall time delay of sf ¼ 50 ms for 
the flame to reach its final steady-state structure. The first step is 
to verify that the same features are found in the single injector sys-
tem. Figure 10 presents three successful ignition runs. The same 
time-averaging method is used as for the data acquired in the 
annular chamber. One can see that the flame is first attached to the 
burner lips and quite compact, which can be identified as an A 
shape (Fig. 6). After roughly the same delay as in MICCA-spray, 
the flame detaches and adopts a B shape. This is confirmed by 
larger chemiluminescence images displayed in the bottom of 
Fig. 10.

Next, it is interesting to examine air velocity and flame lumi-
nosity measurements recorded simultaneously during several igni-
tions of the burner. Figure 11 presents typical results obtained 
during a period of 60 ms around the ignition time t ¼ 0 ms. The 
high luminosity during the ignition process is due to the burning 
of all the fresh mixture in the chamber resulting in a saturation of 
the photomultiplier signal. The important information from this 
measurement is the instant at which the ignition begins. One can 
see in the plot that, as soon as the flame luminosity I begins to rise 
at t ¼ 0 ms, the velocity at the hot wire decreases with a constant 
slope. This is best seen in the bottom plot where the velocity sig-
nal has been low pass filtered to eliminate a high-frequency peri-
odic oscillation at 600 Hz already present before ignition and 
associated with an acoustic resonance in the combustor. The mini-
mum value of velocity roughly drops down to around 1.55 m s–1. 
The time of decay does not vary between each ignition and is 
equal to 4 ms on average (red dashed line in Fig. 11). After that, 
the air velocity then rapidly increases and overshoots above its 
mean value before stabilizing once again around it. This takes 
approximately 20–40 ms, defining the time delay sm, depending



6.2 Flow and Injector Dynamics. The injector flow dynam-
ics is perturbed by the rise in pressure observed in Fig. 8 that
occurs in the injector vicinity just after ignition. This pressure per-
turbation is associated with the rate of change of the heat release
rate and can be estimated using the following equation:

p0 r; tð Þ �
c� 1

4pc2
0

1

jr � r0j
d _Q
0

dt
(1)

where p0 designates the unsteady pressure fluctuations caused by
the rate of change of the heat release rate, c the heat capacity ratio,
c0 the speed of sound between the flame and the measurement

point, _Q
0

the integrated unsteady heat release rate of the flame,
and r and t are the spatial and temporal variables. In principle
only valid in the far-field of a compact flame, this expression has
been used under similar conditions with some success by several
authors [17–20] to estimate the near-field pressure perturbations.
Using the data recorded in the ignition sequence of SICCA-spray

(Fig. 11), d _Q
0
=dt can be roughly estimated at 5 MW s�1, thus the

unsteady pressure perturbation at the injector outlet reaches a typi-
cal value of approximately 2 kPa.

This rise in pressure downstream of the injection unit corre-
sponds to a decrease in pressure difference across the injector,
leading to a drop in air mass flowrate observed in Fig. 11. The
flame can then flashback in the injector, meaning that it reaches
zones where the velocity is much lower than in the vicinity of the
injector outlet. The pressure perturbation lasts sDP ¼ 4 ms at
which point a minimum of inlet flow velocity is reached. This
instant corresponds to the maximum of the slope of the time
evolution of the heat release rate. The flow velocity within the
injector will then relax to its nominal value. The flame will be
destabilized and convected at a finite velocity downstream of the
injection unit, reaching its final position.

The relaxation of the air flowrate from its perturbed state to its
nominal value is a function of injector geometry and flow condi-
tions. This will induce a delay sv� , defined as the response time of
the injector to return to its nominal value at the end of the pressure
perturbation. This delay can be estimated to be less than 1 ms
from Fig. 11. Important parameters controlling this relaxation are
the pressure loss in the injector and the volume of air that is per-
turbed by the pressure wave. A framework for the injector dynam-
ics can be derived to represent changes in the air flowrate. It is
expressed in a dimensionless form using v� ¼ u=u0, the reduced
velocity at the location of the hot wire probe. One may first con-
sider the conservation of momentum in the injection system and
write a first model thereafter called model “M1”

s
dv�
dt
þ 1

2
v2
� ¼

1

2
þ Dp0

rqu2
0

(2)

where s ¼ l=ðu0rÞ is a characteristic time corresponding to the
ratio of the length l of the air column displaced by the perturbation
by the steady-state velocity measured by the hot wire probe
u0¼ 2.06 m s–1 multiplied by r a head loss factor defined in
Eq. (3). The difference Dp0 represents a pressure perturbation act-
ing on the system at the injector outlet. This perturbation level
and waveshape cannot be determined from the measurements per-
formed in the present study. Using the estimation made from
experimental data, it will be modeled as a triangular short pulse
with a minimum Dp0max ¼ � 2.0 kPa at t¼ 4 ms followed by a
sharp return to zero as shown in black in Fig. 13.

One may take q¼ 1.2 kg/m3 as temperature and mean pressure
in the plenum are considered to be near atmospheric conditions.
The head loss coefficient r¼ 2.39� 103 can be evaluated from
the usual head loss scaling law (see Fig. 12)

Dp ¼ 1

2
rqu2 (3)

Fig. 11 Top: Velocity u and flame luminosity I signals during 
ignition of the single SICCA-spray injector. The black-dotted 
line corresponds to the mean velocity at nominal operating con-
ditions. The red dotted line is a linear regression of the meas-
ured air velocity. Bottom: The signals are processed using a 
Butterworth low pass filter at 200 Hz, underlining the sudden 
decrease of the flowrate and its readjustment after the flame 
passage. See online figure for color.

mass flowrate through the injection unit is also conducive to 
locally richer fuel–air mixtures in the instants following ignition. 
As the combustor is operated at an overall lean condition, this 
increase in fuel–air ratio will lead to an increase in laminar burn-
ing velocity.

Two delays related to the behavior of the droplets are particu-
larly relevant in this context: the convection time of a droplet 
through the flame scf and the droplet lifetime before complete 
evaporation svap. The first delay scf is the ratio between the length 
of the flame and the bulk velocity: scf ¼ lf =ub ¼ 2 ms. The droplet 
lifetime was evaluated in Ref. [16] at svap ¼ 0.8 ms for droplets 
having a Sauter mean diameter typically found in MICCA-spray. 
These delays are relatively small compared to the 50 ms required 
for the change in flame shape. Furthermore, the results from the 
premixed propane-air configuration presented in Appendix indi-
cate that the effects of the spray are probably not driving the 
change in flame shape.

Turbulence in the combustion zone at the outlet of the injector 
will also affect the turbulent burning velocity. Following ignition 
and the subsequent rise in gas temperature, the turbulence level is 
likely to decrease, leading to lower turbulent burning velocity and 
local combustion intensity. The flame will have a reduced 
capacity to lie in the high velocity region inside the injector unit 
but this effect remains difficult to quantify.



Equation (2) can be integrated to determine the air flowrate
dynamics. The velocity at the hot wire probe position is initiated
at its nominal unperturbed value u¼ u0¼ 2.06 m s–1 so that
v�ðt ¼ 0Þ ¼ 1. The results are shown in blue in Fig. 13. The injec-
tor flowrate quickly responds to the pressure perturbation, with a
95% response time of 0.35 ms. The initial drop in inlet velocity,
which follows the pressure perturbation, is well retrieved: umin

M1 ¼
1.69 m s–1 and umin

exp ¼ 1.55 m s–1, but the subsequent behavior and
oscillations are not.

In the unfiltered curves in Fig. 11, oscillations at f0¼ 600 Hz can
be observed. This frequency roughly corresponds to the longitudi-
nal quarter wave acoustic mode of the combustion chamber of the
SICCA-spray burner, assuming a homogeneous temperature field
of 950 K in the combustion chamber, which was preheated before
the ignition sequence. To account for the oscillations in flowrate
seen in the unfiltered curves in Fig. 11, a second model called
model “M2” may be employed that comprises a second-order term

1

x2
0

d2v�
dt2
þ s

dv�
dt
þ 1

2
v2
� ¼

1

2
þ Dp0

rqu2
0

(4)

In this expression, x0¼ 2pf0 is the angular frequency. Equation (4)
integrated with the initial conditions dv�=dt ¼ 0 and v*¼ 1 yields
the results plotted in Fig. 13. The system behaves quite similarly to
model M1 but exhibits an oscillation at 600 Hz. This oscillation, of
acoustic origin, is damped, but in model M2 only the contribution
of the injector to the acoustic damping is taken into account. Nei-
ther model retrieves the low frequency oscillations at 60 Hz of the
flowrate observed in Fig. 11. This is probably due to the

approximate waveform assigned to the perturbed pressure term.
However, these models account for the sudden reduction in flow
velocity inside the injector and rapid return to equilibrium. In addi-
tion, model M2 accounts for the high frequency oscillations around
the steady-state. The delay sv� required for the perturbed injector
flowrate to reach its steady-state at the end of the pressure perturba-
tion is shown to be small and of the order of 0.4 ms.

6.3 Effects of Local Thermal Conditions. The third factor
influencing the flame structure evolution is linked to the thermal
conditions characterizing the flame neighborhood. It is well
known that flames are sensitive to thermal conditions prevailing
near the injector exhaust and at the surrounding boundaries. For
example, the light-round time delay is modified if the chamber
walls are cold [1]. Experiments [21] and large eddy simulations
calculations [22] have shown the influence of the boundary condi-
tions of the chamber walls on the flame shape. Temperature meas-
urements with thermocouples and thermochromic paint have been
performed in the annular and tubular experiments under the same
injection conditions (results not shown here). They indicate a
maximum temperature of 900 K on the outer part of the wall and
1200 K on the inner part of the wall. These temperatures are
reached after 10 min of operation. Note that the present experi-
ments are all run under preheated conditions except for experi-
ments in Fig. 4. For all other experiments, the chamber has been
run for several minutes to keep the walls at the stabilized thermal
conditions. The thermal inertia of the walls is large compared to
the transient phenomena observed with the flames.

However, the wall temperature is much lower than the adiabatic
flame temperature. The flame shape will be substantially different
if the walls are nearly adiabatic or if they are isothermal and at
low temperature. One of the mechanisms involved is that the burnt
gases are cooled in the outer recirculation zone (ORZ) before
reaching the anchoring point of the flame. Under certain condi-
tions depending on a Karlovitz number (linking a turbulent time
associated with the recirculation zone and the chemical time), if
this Karlovitz number exceeds a critical value [23], the flame front
can no longer attach to the lip of the injector. The outer part of the
flame then detaches and lifts-off. In the present context, the burnt
gases in the ORZ are initially not cooled by the wall, and there-
fore, can be considered as adiabatic. The flame is then anchored at
the lips of the injector. Following this first instant, the burnt gases
recirculate in the outer recirculation zone and cool down. These
cooled burnt gases will then affect the lower part of the flame, and
more specifically, the anchoring point. Several residence times
characterize this cooling process and its effect on stabilization.

The residence time of the burnt gases in the ORZ can be eval-
uated by extrapolating from results in Ref. [21]. In this paper, the
swirled flame has a similar aspect to that of this study, and the
authors measured the residence time using particle image veloc-
imetry. By normalizing the injector bulk velocity and the confine-
ment ratio, the residence time in the SICCA-spray setup used in
the present study can be estimated: sORZ¼ 7 ms. A multiple of
this residence time is required for all thermal processes to reach a
steady-state and for the anchoring of the flame to be affected. It
should be noted that the thermal equilibrium time delay starts as
soon as the combustor is ignited and that this time delay is super-
imposed to the injector dynamics effects presented in Sec. 6.2.

6.4 Time Delay of the Mechanisms. There is some evidence
that each of the three mechanisms mentioned at the beginning of
Sec. 6 plays a role in the change in flame structure that is
observed. It is, however, difficult with the experimental data from
this study to evaluate the contribution of each individual mecha-
nism. Only characteristic time delays have been evaluated with
some level of confidence, and the overall time delay sf¼ 50 ms is
probably the sum of the individual contribution of each of these
mechanisms. The characteristic time delay associated with the
fuel droplets is 2 ms. The response of the injector to the pressure

Fig. 12 Pressure loss measurements in the SICCA-spray
burner as a function of the velocity at the hot-wire probe posi-
tion. The values are fitted with the model of Eq. (3). The value at
the nominal operating conditions is indicated by a red dot.

Fig. 13 Velocity obtained at the hot wire position using model M1 
(blue, Eq. (2)) and M2  (red,  Eq.  (4)). The velocity measured by the 
hot wire is shown as a thin black line. The pressure perturbation 
used for the present calculation is shown as a thicker black line on 
top, associated with the right axis. See online figure for color.



Appendix: Flame Shape in Multiple Injector Combus-

tor for Combustion Dynamics and Acoustic Analysis

It is interesting to see whether the evolution of flame shapes
observed in a swirl spray configurations can also be observed in the
case of fully premixed gaseous injection. The spray injectors are
replaced by premixed injectors with a slightly different swirler
geometry as in Ref. [5] but having about the same swirl number
S� 0.7. Figure 14 shows at the top the ignition of the annular com-
bustor with these injectors for a propane/air mixture at /¼ 0.76
and P ¼ 60 kW. One can see that flames at 120 ms and 160 ms are
quite different. The same injection system is mounted on the
SICCA single injector tubular burner to examine the ignition steps.
As for the spray injector, the flame is first quite compact and moves
into the injection system before stabilizing and being lifted at about
40 ms. This indicates that the phenomenon observed in this study is
not specific to spray swirl injection configurations.
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perturbation caused by the ignition spans 5 ms and is probably 
responsible for the flashback of the flame. The time delay required 
for the thermal equilibrium to be reached in the ORZ is a multiple 
of sORZ. From this, it can be estimated that five to seven 
residence times are required for the ORZ to fully thermalize, since 
sORZ � 7 ms. This thermal process is most likely responsible for 
the lift-off of the flame and the overall time delay sf ¼ 50 ms 
required for the flame to reach its final position and shape.

7 Conclusions

This investigation is focused on the dynamics of the flame during 
the light-round process in annular combustors and specifically 
considers the evolution of the flame structure established by each 
injector after it is swept by the traveling flame front. Velocity 
field measurements indicate that there are two major regions of prop-
agation. In the first, near the combustion backplane, the flow essen-
tially takes place in the azimuthal direction. In this region, the flame 
sweeps various injectors that are ignited sequentially. In the second 
region, the reactive front is moving in the azimuthal and axial direc-
tions due to the volumetric expansion induced by combustion.

It is next shown that the traveling flame has a strong effect on 
the flow well before it reaches the point of observation. This is 
due to the piston effect associated with the volumetric expansion 
induced by the flame. The flow in front of the flame is set into 
motion and the spray of droplets delivered by a given injector is 
blown sideways. One may infer from this observation that the 
local equivalence ratio is perturbed, with a possible creation of 
heterogeneous regions. These different features do not depend on 
the observation point and are valid for a large number of injectors, 
except those near the initiation of the combustion process, at the 
spark plug and those located near the merging point of the two 
traveling flame branches where the flow is severely perturbed.

A third observation indicates that the azimuthal sweeping of an 
injector by the combustion wave establishes a flame that is ini-
tially penetrating the injector unit. This flame is then expelled 
from this region and after a certain delay is anchored at its final 
position. This dynamical behavior is of practical importance 
because it indicates that prior to the stabilization at a distance 
from the injection unit, the flame takes positions that may damage 
the injector. Of course, this is only a model scale version of what 
is being used in real systems but it shows that some attention 
needs to be given to the injector dynamics as it is swept by the 
combustion wave traveling in the chamber. Similar features are 
observed when a single injector is ignited by a spark plug.

Several mechanisms are involved in this transient phenomenon, 
including equivalence ratio disturbances, sudden reduction in the air 
flowrate caused by the unsteady pressure excursion during ignition, 
and thermal delays in the outer recirculation zone. The dynamics of 
the injector response is examined by considering a simplified model 
representing the mass flowrate evolution after the initial disturbance 
induced by the sweeping of the combustion wave which induces a 
large negative disturbance in the mass flowrate. The velocity in the 
unit is reduced and allows the penetration of the flame front. The 
injector then rapidly responds to this perturbation by retrieving the 
steady-state mass flowrate and the flame is expelled from this unit. 
Calculations based on a simplified model retrieve the aerodynamic 
behavior of the injector following the ignition. After a further delay 
required to fully thermalize gases in the outer recirculation zone, the 
flame reaches its final shape. Time delays associated with each 
mechanism are estimated and the overall time delay is retrieved.
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